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New physics via Rare event searches
Dark Matter
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dramatic progress in our ability to compensate for high-
momentum physics that is cut out !see, e.g., Bogner et al.
"2003#$, but reliably correcting for low energy excitations
such as core polarization is a longstanding problem. Par-
tial summation of diagrams, a tool of traditional
effective-interaction theory, is helpful but apparently not
foolproof.

In the long term these issues will be solved. As al-
ready mentioned, the coupled-cluster approximation, an
expansion with controlled behavior, is being applied in
nuclei as heavy as 40Ca. With enough work on three- and
higher-body forces, on center-of-mass motion, and on
higher-order clusters, we should be able to handle 76Ge.
The time it will take is certainly not short, but may be
less than the time it will take for experimentalists to see
neutrinoless double beta decay, even if neutrinos are in-
deed Majorana particles and the inverted hierarchy is
realized. And the pace of theoretical work will increase
dramatically if the decay is seen. Observations in more
than one isotope will only make things better. Our opin-
ion is that the uncertainty in the nuclear matrix elements
in no way reduces the attractiveness of double beta de-
cay experiments. Given enough motivation, theorists are
capable of more than current work seems to imply.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

A. Background and experimental design

Double beta decay experiments are searching for a
rare peak "see Fig. 5# upon a continuum of background.
Observing this small peak and demonstrating that it is
truly !!"0"# is a challenging experimental design task.
The characteristics that make an ideal !!"0"# experi-
ment have been discussed "Elliott and Vogel, 2002; Zde-
senko 2002; Elliott, 2003#. Although no detector design
has been able to incorporate all desired characteristics,
each includes many of them. "Section VII.C describes
the various experiments.# Here we list the desirable fea-
tures:

• The detector mass should initially be large enough to
cover the degenerate mass region "100–200 kg of iso-

tope# and be scalable to reach the inverted-hierarchy
scale region "%1 ton of isotope#.

• The !!"0"# source must be extremely low in radio-
active contamination.

• The proposal must be based on a demonstrated tech-
nology for the detection of !!.

• A small detector volume minimizes internal back-
grounds, which scale with the detector volume. It
also minimizes external backgrounds by minimizing
the shield volume for a given stopping power. A
small volume is easiest with an apparatus whose
source is also the detector. Alternatively, a very large
source may have some advantage due to self-
shielding of a fiducial volume.

• Though expensive, the enrichment process usually
provides a good level of purification and also results
in a "usually# much smaller detector.

• Good energy resolution is required to prevent the
tail of the !!"2"# spectrum from extending into the
!!"0"# region of interest. It also increases the signal-
to-noise ratio, reducing the background in the region
of interest. Two-neutrino double beta decay as back-
ground was analyzed by Elliott and Vogel "2002#.

• Ease of operation is required because these experi-
ments usually operate in remote locations and for
extended periods.

• A large Q!! usually leads to a fast !!"0"# rate and
also places the region of interest above many poten-
tial backgrounds.

• A relatively slow !!"2"# rate also helps control this
background.

• Identifying the daughter in coincidence with the !!
decay energy eliminates most potential backgrounds
except !!"2"#.

• Event reconstruction, providing kinematic data such
as opening angles and individual electron energies,
can reduce background. These data might also help
distinguish light- and heavy-particle exchange if a
statistical sample of !!"0"# events is obtained.

• Good spatial resolution and timing information can
help reject background processes.

• The nuclear theory is better understood in some iso-
topes than others. The interpretation of limits or sig-
nals might be easier for some isotopes.

Historically, most !! experiments have faced U and
Th decay-chain isotopes as their limiting background
component. A continuum spectrum arising from
Compton-scattered # rays, ! rays "sometimes in coinci-
dence with internal conversion electrons#, and $ par-
ticles from the naturally occurring decay chains can
overwhelm any hoped for peak from the !!"0"# signal.
This continuum is always present because U and Th are
present as contaminants in all materials. The level of
contamination, however, varies from material to mate-

FIG. 5. The distribution of the sum of electron energies for
!!"2"# "dotted curve# and !!"0"# "solid curve#. The curves
were drawn assuming that %0" is 1% of %2" and for a 1−&
energy resolution of 2%.

496 Avignone, Elliott, and Engel: Double beta decay, Majorana neutrinos, and …

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 2, April–June 2008
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Transition Edge Sensor (TES)
▪ Thermal detector

– Versatile coupling
– Well understood theory of performance

▪ Voltage-bias establishes negative feedback
– linearizes response,
– increase bandwidth
– suppresses readout noise

▪ Noise comes from thermal fluctuations
▪ Multiplexable
▪ Sensitivity and threshold improves with lower Tc

– Target Tc~20-60 mK ∆T
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TES for rare event searches
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▪ Measure low energy reactor neutrino spectra 
via Coherent Elastic Neutrino-Nucleus 
Scattering

▪ Thermal detector measuring heat with a TES 
thermometer 
• Large particle and radiation collection volume

Ricochet

M. Pyle et al. arXiv:1503.01200v2
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Thermal Detector Using AlMn
TES
Collaborating with UMass, 
MIT and Northwestern

R vs T of 
AlMn TES
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Transition Edge Sensor Chip Design of Modular CEνNS Detector for the Ricochet 
Experiment, Ricochet Collaboration, R. Chen et al.
DOI: 10.1007/s10909-022-02927-1

Thermal modeling

▪ Thermal model
– Separate into multiple 

isothermal heat capacities
– Connect blocks with thermal

conductances
▪ Measure through

temporal/frequency response to
energy injection
– Bias modulation
– Pulse shape
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MCMC analysis
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Directions for optimization

▪ Conductance from Gold 
Pad 2 to TES is much 
smaller than 
expectation. This could 
point to an issue with fab 
and/or design.

▪ Thermal link through the 
TES chip and glue is 
significantly larger than 
we intended in the device 
we tested.
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Improving thermal performance

▪ ”Split TES”
– Same electrical circuit
– Thermal transport across TES 

reduced by 2x
▪ “Zebra stripes”

– Provide additional thermal 
conductance across TES



Thermal modeling

▪ Complex impedance (“transfer 
function” measurement)

▪ 2-block model (TES and Au pad)

Study & measure TES chip alone



New approaches to tuning Tc

▪ AlMn Tc is sensitive to heat treatment
– Film Tc changes at “low” temperatures

▪ For this design, can reheat individual chips and further tune Tc

Tc control



Dark Matter



Dark Matter including SPICE/HeRALD
(TESSERACT)
▪ Athermal detector measuring 

quasiparticles from Al photon/phonon 
collection fins with TES sensors
– Large photon/phonon collection 

area
▪ Searches for low mass particle dark 

matter using various targets
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Device modeling
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QP diffusion measurement
UMass
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QP propagation along Al fin into TES



Backgrounds

▪ Measurements with “external” 
sources of stress exhibit excess 
low-E background events
– Low-E background reduces 

when stressors are removed

Stress & Low Energy Excess 

19 arXiv:2208.02790



Near zero stress Ir bilayers
Can tune stress by adjusting working pressure for Ir film dep 

6”wafer

4”wafer

Ir 45nm/Pt15nm Ir 45nm/Pt15nm 



Improving Tc control
Pursue very thin films to realize very small volumes



Co-sputtering Ir w/ Pt



Moving beyond low Tc TES



AlMn MKIDs
▪ Studied AlMn resonators

– Reduced Tc
– Qi vs T/Tc is not universal, 

suggests superconductivity 
not just rescaled gap

▪ Sub-gap DOS?

J. Appl. Phys. 107, 093903 (2010) J Low Temp Phys 209, 1158–1164 (2022)



Summary
▪ For most superconducting detectors, lower Tc enables lower noise/threshold
▪ Research and development of new materials and corresponding detector 

designs for low Tc detectors enables new science.
▪ New approaches to low Tc materials

– Post-fab reheating of AlMn
– Co-sputtered Ir-Pt w/ tunable stress

▪ Evolving thermal (bolometric) designs
▪ Validating athermal (qp/phonon) designs
▪ Exploring low Tc for non-TES detectors

– Need a better understanding of the underlying physics of materials 
properties 
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